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practical info
Your are expected to produce 5 rough video sketches till thursday 

before making one final video for monday’s final conference.

Thursday we put you into pairs to watch your sketches together 
and give feedback on the concepts - we’ll put a program on 

facebook wedensday

Info about the final conference will be on 
Facebook friday



the agenda
1.  lecture on video & animation in sketching  (1 hour) 

2.  examples of techniques from premiere  (1 hour) 

3. hands-on follow along sketching in class (1 hour) 

4. start your own sketching after lunch (rest of the day)





download these assets



cluster 1

cluster 2

STATUS...



The core design manifests the quality criterias as the minimum 
viable feature and content...

Before diving into the findings from the empirical study, the next sections provide 
the background state of art by detailing the technical and social challenges in the 
fuzzy front-end of digital design projects. Afterwards, an overview of how animation 
can be seen as an extended sketching capacity is provided. Thereafter animation-
based sketching as method is assessed/evaluated through a series of key moments 
from the empirical study. Finally, a conclusion is given which reflects upon the 
feasibility of using animation to facilitate consensus and framing the cooperative 
decision making in a non-idiomatic design project.

3. PRODUCT FORMATION OF DIGITAL DESIGN
Various design methods, development models, and frameworks has been proposed 
and tested in an attempt to tackle the fuzzy front end of digital design projects. 
Stuart Pugh [1990] together with later contributions from Buxton [2010] uses a 
funnel metaphor to show how the design process constantly converges, but with 
iterative divergent loops for each phase in the process. The ISO 13407 standard 
[1999] together with life cycle models like Boehm’s [2000] emphasise these iterations, 
and how knowledge is generated through each step to guide the process forward or to 
go back and change the previous steps. Kim & Wilemon [2002] points out that major 
conceptual iterations can be attained easily and abundantly in the fuzzy front-end 
phase because rejecting a proposal comes at a relatively small cost, while the later 
development phase emphasizes iterations that mainly scale or adjust already 
established concept details.

In continuation of Kim & Wilemon, Rosenstand & Kyed [2013] has detailed this 
distinction between fuzzy front-end and production phases further towards the 
design of digital media technologies. They detail fuzzy front-end as a major iterative 
movement from the project setting to 1st usable. This is framed as product formation 
of the digital media creation cycle (figure 1). 

Figure 1: Digital Media Creation Cycle, by Rosenstand & Kyed, with product formation, realization and 
Q.A. as the major steps, and a range of sub-steps, each indicating a decision point of the design process.

While the digital media creation cycle is generic and comparable to other design cycle 
models, it is chosen as the organising framework for our contribution due to its 
emphasis on decisions regarding the transgressions between each step of the design 
process. The cycle illustrates a range of sub-decisions between the major phases, each 
qualifying the transgression to next sub-decision. We see these sub-decisions as 
crucial consensus points in the early design process, where it is important to mediate 
a clear consensus for whether to transgress to the next decision or iterate further on 
the current step. We understand consensus through Kacprzyk & Fedrizzi’s [1988] 
soft definition as a dynamic and iterative group discussion process, coordinated by a 
moderator, who helps the experts to make their opinions closer. This definition can 
be further elaborated as a process of cooperative based decision-making about 
“...finding the best alternative(s) from a set of feasible alternatives according to the 
preferences of a group of experts” [Herrera-Viedma et al 2007]. In a digital design 
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Ideas

remember the core design



PRIMARY  
FEATURE/CONTENT

SECONDARY  
FEATURE/CONTENT

TERTIARY 
FEATURE/CONTENT

QUANDARY 
FEATURE/CONTENT

Rosenstand & Vistisen (2017)

FEATURE & CONTENT

QUALITY CRITERIA PRIMARY  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HOW



WAYFINDING VIA iBEACONS

LIVE RECORD,  
SAVE CLIPS, 

EXPORT MOVIE 

‘BE FUN’

MORE ANIMATED 
EFFECTS

INTERACTION WITH CONTENT 
DURING CAPTURE

TRACKING OF PERSONS 
ACROSS SCENES

NORDSØEN 
MOVIE MAKER 

“LEARNING*

“USE FOR MARKETING”

“PROVIDE DATA INSIGHTS”

“BE SUSTAINABLE”

FEATURE & CONTENT

QUALITY CRITERIA

We sketch how features and 
content can manifest the 

quality criterias



IT’S A TOUGH BALANCE...

“Design is compromise.”

From Buxton’s “Sketching User Experiences” (2007)

forms 
functions 
styles 
problems 
solutions 
stakeholders 
knowledge domains

between



THE CHALLENGE QUA BUXTON
The hard part of working with reflective design problems

Getting the right design...
...and getting the design right



Getting the right design...
...and getting the design right

do we solve the right problem?

do we solve the problem appropriately?

THE CHALLENGE QUA BUXTON
The hard part of working with reflective design problems



REMEMBER THE HILLS!

Greenberg et al 2011



...AND BUXTON WON’T SHUT UP!
Billy Boy makes a clear summary of why exploration matter

“Without informed design - technology 
is more likely to do bad than good” 

Buxton 2007



it’s all in the ‘what if ?’

tirsdag den 8. april 14



“A proposable good solution to a design 
problem, within a certain context ”

Professor Jon Kolko, 2009

What if?

tirsdag den 8. april 14

what if x condition(s) were true?



“Design is to design a design to produce a design.”
Vistisen paraphrasing John Heskett, 2005

symbolic representation

depictive representation

“Design is to design designs to produce a design.”
Vistisen paraphrasing John Heskett, 2005



DIEGETIC PROTOTYPES 
“Filmic depictions of future technologies are actually ‘diegetic 
prototypes’ that demonstrate to a larger audience a technology’s 
need, benevolence, and viability. Diegetic prototypes have a 
major rhetorical advantage over true prototypes: in the diegesis 
these technologies exist a ‘real’ objects already implemented, 
which people actually use.” 

David A. Kirby  “The Future is Now”

...stories matter a lot in terms of adopting an idea



...and it can be very rough
which lead’s us to why fiction can be used for sketching





“ We’re seeing the birth of a new epithet, the ‘glasshole’.”
Schneier,  2013



it’s all in the ‘what if ?’

tirsdag den 8. april 14



The ‘What if’ 
So a design fiction is:  

(1) something that creates a story world 
(2) has something being prototyped within that story world 
(3) does so in order to create a discursive space. 

Although this definition appears straightforward, complexity 
arrives when we consider what something may be  



The ‘What if’ 
So a design fiction is:  

(1) something that creates a story world 
(2) has something being prototyped within that story world 
(3) does so in order to create a discursive space. 

Although this definition appears straightforward, complexity 
arrives when we consider what something may be  

The qualified design guess 
what if X happen?  

Under X circumstances, this would be true 
if X is real, Y would propaply



GAME OF DRONES - 2013

FICTIONS MADE FOR PROVOCATIVE SPECULATION





REMEMBER THIS SLIDE
Which aspects did you explore, and how did you do it?

“We regard the form of a products as a synthesis of what is useful, 
usable, and desirable - that is, the content and structure of 
performance, human affordances, and product voice.”

Richard Buchanan 2011 ‘Design Research & The New Learning’

UTILITY

USABILITY DESIREABILITY

‘product’

Quack!



sketching
...the foundation for design thinking



“A sketch is simply a line going for a walk”  
Paul Klee (1879-1940)



the swiss army knife of design activity
design sketching



Figure 52:  The Sketch to Prototype Continuum

The difference between the two is as much a contrast of purpose, or intent, 

as it is a contrast in form.  The arrows emphasize that this is a continuum, 

not an either/or proposition.



BUT I CAN’T 
DRAW!



Sketching is NOT drawing! 
Sketching is designing

 (and yes that makes a big difference)

Figure 42: A Contrast in Skill: Two Drawings of a House
The top drawing was done by a 6-year old child and the one below by a professional designer. But I didn’t have to tell you that. Drawing skill is obvious 
in the resulting artifact. However, skill in reading sketches is far less obvious. The artifact, such as it is, is in the mind and is not tangible. Yet, skill in 
reading is just as important as skill in rendering.
Figures: Keegan Reid & Michael Sagan

Figure 42: A Contrast in Skill: Two Drawings of a House

The top drawing was done by a 6-year old child and the one below by a professional designer. But I didn’t have to tell you that. Drawing skill is obvious 

in the resulting artifact. However, skill in reading sketches is far less obvious. The artifact, such as it is, is in the mind and is not tangible. Yet, skill in 

reading is just as important as skill in rendering.

Figures: Keegan Reid & Michael Sagan



SKETCHING EXPERIENCES
Often we need to sketch more than just static states



Using different sketching patterns we may also add a little depth
SKETCHING EXPERIENCES



PROBLEMS WITH SKETCHES
Great for a lot of cases - but often with very little dynamic



“The experience is so much in the transition” 

Buxton holds that we are focusing too much on representing the 
states of a design proposal and thereby neglect the design  of the 
transitions (the in-between that happens through time ) 

Buxton 2006

PROBLEMS WITH SKETCHES
Great for a lot of cases - but often with very little dynamic



A CASE FROM PRAXIS...

“The Knowledge Navigator — a networked device that 
can search a massive hypertext database and retrieve 
just about any information, using a multitouch 
interface and powerful voice recognition technology.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge_Navigator


What did we miss?



Understanding 
the users

...im a cat person

Brugeren er sjældent bare én person, men 

et netværk af interessenter, med forskellige 

indgangsvinkler og dermed forskellige 

interaktioner med produktet/servicen. 

Cooper (2003) kalder det ‘Elastic Users’

What about 

use over ti
me



it’s an old tale
apple experimented with design fiction in the 80’s

VIDEO 1: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=HB4AZF6WEOC&T=147S  
VIDEO 2: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=VWLA_CDE5RU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hb4AzF6wEoc&t=147s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWlA_cDE5RU


it’s an old tale
apple experimented with design fiction in the 80’s



and actually realised
...after the concept incubated for 20 years



and actually realised
...after the concept incubated for 20 years

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9s2oYUy_cVY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9s2oYUy_cVY


It is fidelity of the experience, not the fidelity 
of the prototype, sketch, or technology that is 
important from the perspective of ideation 
and early design.”

Bill Buxton (2007)

“The only way to engineer the future of tomorrow 
is to have lived in it yesterday (...) 



sketching with video



FROM LOWFI TO HIFI
Gestikulation 
Words 
Whiteboard scribbles 
Paper sketches 
Mixed modality 
Mock-ups 
Wireframes 
Slidewares 
Video sketches 
Hi-fi prototypes 
Coded prototype 

Low-fidelity

High-fidelity



Video & animation-based sketching  
gives high fidelity feedback with 
low to mid fidelity tools...

FROM LOWFI TO HIFI
Gestikulation 
Words 
Whiteboard scribbles 
Paper sketches 
Mixed modality 
Mock-ups 
Wireframes 
Slidewares 
Video sketches 
Hi-fi prototypes 
Coded prototype 

Low-fidelity

High-fidelity

Hypothesis...



SO... VIDEO IN DESIGN 
Using video as a design material 

Video is an extremely flexible tool that can capture real-world events as 
they occur, either "staged" or "live". Video can illustrate ideas and concepts, 
and especially dynamic events such as how people interact with objects 
and computers. Video is a creative tool for exploring new ideas, simulating 
new technology and allowing users to experience technology that does 
not yet exist. Finally, video is a powerful communication tool, as part of a 
presentation, in a design workshop, or standing alone, enabling you to share 
results, discuss ideas and envision future designs. 

MacKay 2001...BLA BLA BLA



R.	Stephenson,	1973	

...enter animation
“The key difference between animations and classic film is 
that animation offers the producer the ability to have near 
full control of the material matter, and is not constrained 
from the context of the physical world which the video 
media is limited too.” 



...adding dynamics
animation is suitable when static expresses too little

 STATIC SKETCH  CLICKABLE MOCKUP

 10 SECOND ANIMATION



Pacing, rhythm (qualities in the medium) and anticipation (subjective to the 
viewer) is part of what the temporal information adds - it’s the finer grains of 
experiential value in the sketch, which cannot be statically perceived 

Vistisen 2016









as a short story…



as a short story…



as a short story…

PROBLEM & 
PROCESS

SOLUTION



Show us how to do it!!!

Go go Premiere!



A jack of all trades for video sketching
 Sketching in Premiere



ANIMATICS
Taking a simple storyboard and making it into a video

...animatics  (low-fi)



ANIMATICS
Taking a simple storyboard and making it into a video



ANIMATICS
Much simpler fidelity, but better storytelling - good design fiction



ANIMATICS
Much simpler fidelity, but better storytelling - good design fiction



stop motion studio

mobile, multiplatform, and free!



STOP MOTION VIDEO
Classic animation with paper, models and timing



STOP MOTION VIDEO
Classic animation with paper, models and timing



stand scans 
easy to use to quickly sketch stop motion sketches



Sketching Vocabulary 3.3
drawing objects, people, and their activities

Many of your sketches will contain quite similar things – a sketching vocabulary of shapes. 
This sketching vocabulary serves as the basic elements of most sketches. If you practice creating 
this vocabulary, you will be able to rapidly compose your sketches. This chapter reviews several 
elements in the basic sketching vocabulary: objects, people, activities, emotions, and posture.

Basic Sketch Elements
Lines, rectangles, triangles, and circles will be essential visual elements of many of your 
sketches. Sketching and drawing tutorials often begin with ‘warming up’ exercises of fi lling 
a page with 
a random 
collection of 
these basic 
shapes. Become 
familiar with 
this variety 
of shapes. 
Play with line 
thickness and 
hatching styles.

1

Tip
People Who Sketch on Computers

Libraries of Sketch Elements 
Designers sometimes use tablets instead of paper to compose sketches. If this is 
something you want to do, take advantage of software that lets you save and reuse 
your sketch elements as a library. For example, and similar to clipart, you can create 
a variety of elements and save them on a slide in PowerPoint. You can then copy, 
reuse and maybe even alter them later for use in particular sketches.

Objects
Most drawing software includes a range of drawing primitives: rectangles, circles, 
arrows, callouts, etc. When choosing software to support your sketching, consider if the 
range of drawing primitives available suffi  ces to help you in your sketching process.

Clipart
If you use computers for your sketches, you can also take advantage of the many 
clipart or equivalent libraries of images out there. For example, if you search for 
‘stick men’ on the web, you will likely fi nd many images that fi t your purposes.

©  2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
10.1016/B978-0-12-381959-8.50012-2 
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Composing Objects
By combining these basic sketch elements you can compose a variety of shapes and 
objects that will form part of your sketching vocabulary. Below is a collection of such 
composed objects – some drawn as simple two dimensional outlines, others in a 
perspective side view. Remember that simplicity is key: in many sketches it is better to 
draw objects as simple shapes rather than as detailed and fi ne grained objects. Note that 
many of the examples below are in fact very simple combinations of a few rectangles, 
circles, and lines, but that the level of detail is suffi  cient to clearly identify the object’s 
function (e.g., the mobile phone, or the photo).

2

Tools 
(pencil, pen, magnifying glass, wrench, scissors)

Documents
(paper, books, photos, piles)

Abstract Shapes
(arrows, signs)

Digital Devices
(camera, phone, cell phone, computer, mouse)

Physical Objects
(tables, chair, boxes, light bulb, clock)

Sketching Vocabulary   |   87

Learning How to 
Sketch
This chapter 
introduces but 
does not teach you 
all the diff erent 
techniques of how 
to draw. Many 
books and tutorials 
are available if you 
want to improve 
your drawing skills. 

For example, Betty 
Edward’s Drawing 
on the Right Side 
of the Brain or 
Kurt Hanks and 
Larry Belliston’s 
Rapid Viz books 
are excellent 
primers of drawing 
and sketching 
techniques. 

TipsPeople
Many sketches in interaction design include people performing their actions, 
motions, and activities while interacting with information technology. There 
are many diff erent techniques to draw people: from simple stick fi gures to 
detailed and realistic outlines of a person. Often, simple stick fi gures are 
preferable to detailed drawings of people: they are expressive enough to 
illustrate people and their actions in a variety of situations.

Alternatively, even comic-like sketches or abstract shapes can represent people 
in your sketches. The choice of drawing style depends on your preferences, 
but also on the type of sketch you create. For example, in a drawing that 
just suggests the presence of people, abstract shapes can be suffi  cient. But 
in a sketch of (say) a multi-user tabletop interaction, details about people’s 
postures might be important to portray the interaction techniques.

Activities
By varying people’s poses you can express a variety of diff erent activities. For 
example, the sketches below show a person’s activities, e.g., running, pointing, 
lifting a box. Notice how two of the sketches use action lines (also called 
motion lines) to illustrate the movements of the person’s activity (also see Scott 
McCloud’s Understanding Comics).

3

4
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Bodies and Emotions
Diff erent postures can also show the state of the person: surprised, puzzled, 
disgruntled. Here, we also used symbols above the head of the person (in 
addition to posture) as an additional indicator of a person’s state.

Faces and Emotions
Through simple 
variations of how you 
draw people’s faces (in 
particular their mouth 
and eyebrows) you 
can let your sketched 
people express their 
emotions. The 3x3 grid 
illustrates 9 diff erent 
combinations of how 
to draw people’s faces, 
simpy by the way you 
remix 6 eyebrow and 
mouth shapes. The 
result is expressions 
such as: happy, 
relieved, sad, angry, 
confused, or surprised.

5

6

Comic Storytelling
Comic artists use 
these and many 
other techniques 
for their expressive 
sketches to tell 
stories. Scott 
McCloud’s books 
Understanding 
Comics (1993) and 
Making Comics 
(2006) can give you 
more insight about 
story telling in 
comics. 

As well, look for 
the many books 
– especially those 
oriented to kids – 
that teach specifi c 
methods on how 
to actually draw 
comics.

Tip
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STOP MOTION VIDEO
Classic animation with paper, models and timing



eksempel - easyhelp 
...



eksempel - easyhelp 
...



VIDEO LAYERS
Videos get augmented via animated special fx



VIDEO LAYERS
Videos get augmented via animated special fx



VIDEO LAYERS
Videos get augmented via animated special fx



GREEN SCREEN VIDEO
We remove the background to simulate new contexts 



GREEN SCREEN VIDEO
We remove the background to simulate new contexts 



GREEN SCREEN VIDEO
We remove the background to simulate new contexts 



GREEN SCREEN VIDEO
We remove the background to simulate new contexts 



USING OTHER PEOPLES STUFF
Be careful with copyrights, but use it if it makes sense

+



either grab files or use established tools
use what’s there



use what’s there
either grab files or use established tools



either grab files or use established tools
use what’s there



either grab files or use established tools
use what’s there



either grab files or use established tools
use what’s there



either grab files or use established tools
use what’s there



either grab files or use established tools
use what’s there



prezi + skærmoptagelse



eksempel - processinfo 



eksempel - processinfo 



SOFTWARE TIL STORYBOARDS

http://plasq.com/apps/comiclife/macwin/ http://www.storyboardthat.com

COMIC LIFE STORYBOARD THAT

(og animatics)

http://plasq.com/apps/comiclife/macwin/
http://www.apple.dk


But, is video sketching 
allways a viable method? 



FROM LOWFI TO HIFI
Gestikulation 
Words 
Whiteboard scribbles 
Paper sketches 
Mixed modality 
Mock-ups 
Wireframes 
Slidewares 
Video sketches 
Hi-fi prototypes 
Coded prototype 

Low-fidelity

High-fidelity

The higher fidelity... 
...the lower flexibility

(again it’s all about the compromise)



Buxton 2010

“everything is best at 
something, and worst at 

something else...”



EXPERIMENT WITH FORMS & MATERIALS





follow alongs on:

• SHORT 15-20 MINUTE INTRODUCTIONS FOR SPECIFIC EFFECTS 

• Part 1: Setting up Adobe Premiere CC to be used for sketching 

• Part 2: Using Green Screen effects in Adobe Premiere 

• Part 3: Using Green Screen and Keyframed animation 

• Part 4: Using Stop Motion and timing controls

• THE FULL SCENARIO FROM THE LECTURE: 

•

https://youtu.be/qiH-XJ5TjcA
https://youtu.be/9NKvRZiSLtg
https://youtu.be/mvMCp7Y3Fb0
https://youtu.be/52Zbm5Lcq7Q


sound ressources
music: http://freemusicarchive.org

sound fx: http://soundbible.com

http://freemusicarchive.org
http://soundbible.com


green screen’s
on the 10th floor

LIGHTSWITCH



LET’S SKETCH! 



software
premiere is semi-pro, but easy to learn



software

Component 
library Live 

Preview

Interactive 
Timeline

Layers of sketches

Reusable assets and 
animation effects

premiere is semi-pro, but easy to learn

Effects



Remember
It’s not about Hollywood style effects

Get to test of many raw ideas

Combines techniques to new forms

Save everything you create!
(your portfolio will love you for it)



XXXX

e-books from
InDiMedia 4

SKETCHING
WITH ANIMATION
USING ANIMATION TO PORTRAY FICTIONAL REALITIES 

AIMED AT BECOMING FACTUAL

Peter Vistisen

Free ressource on sketching and animation 

  E-book and a few print copies 

Pick up a copy if you like



DON’T PANIC!



practical info
Your are expected to produce 5 rough video sketches till thursday 

before making one final video for monday’s final conference.

Thursday we put you into pairs to watch your sketches together 
and give feedback on the concepts - we’ll put a program on 

facebook wedensday

Info about the final conference will be on 
Facebook friday



stand scans 
each group can borrow one to use in the workshop



green screen’s
on the 10th floor

LIGHTSWITCH



if Im not around, 
and you need help

Kristina Maria Madsen  
- Adobe Badass Level 99 
- Design Ninja 
- And can also tell you to Google obvious problems :)



QUESTIONS?
…GO SKETCH!



going hifi...
using more advanced animation techniques





basic idea



entire service system



technology constraints
what if cannot explain technical constraints with words





public info wired (2017)



a proposal
How can we create gravity for an new 
innovative idea, without actually having 
to spend ressources to produce a 
working prototype?

søndag den 31. maj 15









easy to learn takes time to adopt
…but you have come quite far in only 4 days


